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LINEAR FINITE ELEMENT METHODS
FOR PLANAR LINEAR ELASTICITY
SUSANNEC. BRENNERAND LI-YENGSUNG
Abstract.
A linear nonconforming (conforming) displacement finite element
method for the pure displacement (pure traction) problem in two-dimensional
linear elasticity for a homogeneous isotropic elastic material is considered. In
the case of a convex polygonal configuration domain, cf (h) (if(h2)) error
estimates in the energy (L2) norm are obtained. The convergence rate does not
deteriorate for nearly incompressible material. Furthermore, the convergence
analysis does not rely on the theory of saddle point problems.

1. Introduction
We consider finite element approximations of the pure displacement and pure
traction boundary value problems in two-dimensional linear elasticity associated
with a homogeneous isotropic elastic material.
It is well known (cf. [5]) that the convergence rate for the standard displacement method using continuous linear finite elements deteriorates as the Lamé
constant X becomes large, i.e., when the elastic material is nearly incompressible. Various methods have been proposed which work uniformly well for all
X, for example the p-version method of Vogelius in [22], the PEERS method
of Arnold, Brezzi, and Douglas in [1], the mixed method of Stenberg in [20],
the Galerkin least squares method of Franca and Stenberg in [11], and the nonconforming methods of Falk in [10]. A common theme in these works is that
the convergence analysis is reduced to the study of the stability condition for a
saddle point problem.
Here we will directly prove (without referring to any saddle point problem) the uniform convergence with respect to X of two displacement methods using conforming and nonconforming finite elements. What we need in
the convergence proof is an interpolation operator n with the property (P):
div 0 = 0 => div Yltp= 0. Such an operator does not exist for the conforming
linear finite element space, which explains the deterioration of the convergence
rate. This difficulty can be overcome in two ways. First, one can enlarge the
finite element space by using nonconforming finite elements, which is the approach that we adopt for the pure displacement problem. Second, one can keep
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the conforming linear finite element space, but use reduced integration in the
formulation of the discretized equations, so that (P) only needs to hold in a
weaker sense. This is the approach that we take for the pure traction problem. In both cases we obtain uniform (f(h) energy norm estimates for the
discretization error, and for the pure displacement problem we also obtain a
uniform tf (h2) L2-norm estimate. In our proof we also use some properties of
the divergence operator developed by Arnold, Scott, and Vogelius in [2]. Our
methods are robust in the sense of Babuska and Suri (cf. [3, 4]).
In order to write down the equations of the boundary value problems, we introduce the following notation. Throughout this paper, an undertilde is used to
denote vector-valued functions, operators, and their associated spaces. Double
undertildes are used for matrix-valued functions and operators. We define

cu $* = {-dp^dxx

) '

dÍV ~ = dVx/dXl + dVl/dX2 '

«.--"./«*♦*./«*.
«■!-($£K)We also define
6 = [ ç. , )

and

tr(r) = t : ô ,

where
2

2
"ij LU

,=i ;=i

Finally,
s(v) = j[grad

v + ( grad v)'].

The pure displacement boundary value problem for a two-dimensional
mogeneous isotropic material is given by

-diy{2pe(u) + Xtr(e(u))ô} = f

(1-1)
where flçl2

u= g

ho-

inQ,
on Oil,

is the configuration domain, u is the displacement, f(x)

is the

body force, and X, p > 0 are the Lamé constants. The pure traction problem
is given by

-diy{2pe(u) + Xtr(e(u))ô} = f
(-)

(2pe(u) + Xlr(s(u))ô)v

where v is the unit outer normal.

= g

inQ,
ondíl,

For simplicity, we only consider the case

where Q is a bounded convex polygonal domain throughout this paper.
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In the treatment of the pure traction problem we need the spaces (k > X)

'1.3)

Hk(Q) = \v eHk(Ci): [ vdx = 0, / rotvdx = ol .

L~ ~

Jn~

~ Ja

J

We also use the following conventions for the Sobolev norms and seminorms:

(1.4)

II«IIji-(0)
:= (/

£ \d°v\ dx

Va\a\<m

(1.5)

~

I«|ji-(0):= (/ £ \d"v\ dx
VQ l«N ~

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we give the relevant
results from the theory of partial differential equations on polygonal domains.
We prove in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that there exist uniform elliptic regularity estimates for ||«||//2(ci)+'i.||divM||//i(£2) for the boundary value problems (1.1) and

(1.2). To the best of our knowledge, these estimates have not appeared explicitly
in the existing literature in the context of convex polygonal domains. Section
3 contains a discussion of the pure displacement problem, and §4 contains a
discussion of the pure traction problem.

2. Relevant

results from the theory of partial
equations on polygonal domains

differential

We consider the Lamé constants (p, X) in the range [po, px ] x (0, oo), where
0 < pq < px < oc. We let C denote a generic positive constant, independent
of p and X, with its dependencies listed as its subscripts. The same symbol
may take different values in different contexts.
We begin with some properties of the divergence operator.

Lemma 2.1. Let fid2
be any bounded polygonal domain and let I = X or
2. There exists a positive constant Ca such that given any v G Hl(Çl) n HX0(Q.)
(respectively, v e H'(Çï)), there exists w e Hl(Q) n HX0(Q.)(respectively, w G

H'(0) (cf. (X.3)))such that
(2.1)

divu; = divv

and

(2.2)

IMI//'(íí)< Qil|divü||ff(-1(n).

Proof. If v G Hl(Q.) n HX0(Q.),then the existence of w with properties (2.1)
and (2.2) follows from Theorem 3.1 and the inclusion (3.2) in [2]. It should be
noted that the analysis for this case is much deeper than the following simple
argument for the second case.
If v G Hl(£l), then divv g Hl~x(Çl). Let D be an open disc that contains
Í2. There exists an extension operator (cf. [18]) E: H!~X(Q) —*HI~X(D) such

that
(2.3)

\\E(q)\\H,->{D)<Cn||0||„,-(n)

VqeH'-x(Çi)
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and
(2.4)

E(q)\çl = q V? eH'-l(Q).

Let C e H'+x(Çi) be the solution of
AÇ= £(div?;)

(2.5)

in D,

C= 0

ondD.

Then from elliptic regularity (cf. [18]) we have

(2.6)

Hfll^iDj^CoPidivt;)^,-,^).

Let
w = grad Cb - 77^7/ grad Çdx.

~

l"l ./n ~

It is clear that w e Hl(Q.). Properties (2.1) and (2.2) then follow from (2.3)-

(2.6). D
Since the boundary of a polygon has corners, the boundary conditions in ( 1.1)
and (1.2) must be carefully interpreted. We shall denote by S,■, X< i < n , the
vertices of Í2, by T,, X < i < n , the open line segments joining S¡ to Si+X,
by t, the positively oriented unit tangent along T,, and by v¡ the unit outer
normal along T,. Henceforth, indices involving the vertices and edges of Q
should be interpreted as integers modulo n .
Let p G HXI2(Y,) and q G Hxl2(Yl+x). We say that p = q at Si+X if
J0 \q(s) - p(-s)\2 y < oo, where 5 is the oriented arc length measured from
Sj+X, and Ô is a positive number less than min{|r,|: X< i < n}.

Lemma 2.2. Let Qçi2

be a bounded convex polygonal domain, f G L2(Çl),

g, G Hll2(Yi), and g¡(Si+x) = gi+x(Si+x) for X < i < n.

Then the pure

displacement problem

-diy{2pe(u) + Xtr(e(u))S} = f
~

(2-7)

in SI,
, ,

"Ir, = gi for X< i <n

has a unique solution u g H2(Çl). If we assume further that Y11=xir Si • v%ds =

0, and

d -gj'Vj+X
dr¡^
dtt^

-

d

= 77-—gi+X

-Vi

oíí+1
ÖT/4 ~

at Si+X for X< i < n , then there exists a positive constant Cq such that
(2-8)

||w||//2(í2)+ A||divw||wl(í2) <CrJ

~

I||/||L:>(o.)
~ ~ + £||g,'||//3/2<r,)
i=i ~ ~ J> .

Proof. The existence, uniqueness, and smoothness of the solution (2.7) are well
known (cf. [14, 18, 21]). Here we will indicate how the estimate (2.8) can be

obtained.
Observe that the conditions on g, are equivalent to (cf. [2]) the existence
of a function

z g H3(Q)

such that

curlz|r,

= g¡ for X < i < n, which
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is a necessary condition for (2.8) to hold for all X G (0, oo). Moreover, it
follows from Theorem 6.2 of [2] that z can be chosen with the property that

llzll//3(0)< CaYÜ=xllc?ill//3/2(r,)
■ Therefore, it suffices to establish (2.8) for
u - curl z, or equivalently, we may assume g¡ = 0 without loss of generality.

In other words, we assume that u G H2(Çï) n HX0(Q)satisfies

(2.9)

- diy {2pe(u) + Xtr(e(u))ô} = f

infi.

We first show that there exists a positive constant Cq such that

(2.10)

INItfi(0)+¿l|divM||L2(n) < Cn||/||L2(n).

Let w G Hx0(Çl).By integration by parts, it follows from (2.9) that

(2.11)

2p / e(u) : e(w)dx + X (divu)(di\w)dx

= / f -wdx.

If we let w = u in (2.11), we obtain
(2.12)

2p\

e(u): e(u)dx<

||/||z.2(£i)||w||¿2(n).

By using Korn's first inequality and Poincaré's inequality (cf. [12, 18]), we have

(2.13)

IMI//<(i2)
< Ch||/1|L2(n).

By Lemma 2.1, there exists w* G H0(Cl) such that

(2.14)

divu;* = divw

and

(2.15)

IKII//i(0)< Calldiv«||i2(n).

It follows from (2.11) and (2.14) that
(2.16)

X / |divW|2¿x<

in

~

||/||L2(n)||ti;*||L2(n)

~ ~v ~ ~
+ 2A*||e(«)||i2(0)||e(tj>')||ij(Q).

Together with (2.13) and (2.15), we have
(2.17)

A||divM||L2(ß)<Cn||/||L2(n).

The estimate (2.10) now follows from (2.13) and (2.17).
Next we will show that there exists a positive constant

(2.18)

Cn. such that

M//2(£í)+ A|divM|tfi(n) <Cíi||/||¿2(fi).

Observe that it suffices to prove (2.18) for X > Xq, where Xo is a sufficiently
large number. (The case X < Xq follows directly from standard elliptic regularity
estimates for (2.9).)
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From Lemma 2.1, there exists <pG H2(Q) n H0(Q) such that

(2.19)

div<£= divu

and

(2.20)

110\\H2{C1)
< ColldivM||Ä,(n).

Observe that equation (2.7) can be rewritten as

(2.21)

-pAu - (p + X)grad (div u) = f.

Define

(2.22)

u':=u-è
~

Z and p := - (-Idivw.
VP )

Then (u1, p) G (H2(Cl) n HX0(Q.))x HX(Q) satisfies the following Stokes equations in Q:

-Aw' + grad/? = —/ + A</>,

(2.23)

~

^~

div «' = 0.

Observe that by using (2.13) and (2.20) we have

(2.24)

HWw) < Qi(|divw|„1(n) + ||/||L2(0)).

By Theorem 2 in [16],

(2.25)

||w'||//2(n)+ blwi(O) < ca { -||/||lï(qj

+ l|A0||L2(n)\ .

Substituting (2.22) into (2.25) and applying (2.24) yields
(2.26)

IMI//2(£2)
+ ^—
~ ~
P

| div ~
u\Hi(a) < Ce.{||/||L2(£2)
+ | divM|ffi(Q)}.
~ ~
""

Let Xo = 2Cc¡px, where Cq is the constant in (2.26). For X > Xq, we obtain
from (2.26) that

(2.27)

IWI//2(£i)
+ x—
^ ~
¿Pi |divM|tfi(n)< Cnll/H^o).
~ ~

which implies (2.18) for X > Xq. D
We now turn to the pure traction problem. For this problem to be solvable, certain compatibility conditions must be satisfied. For that purpose we
introduce the space of infinitesimal rigid motions RM := {v : v' = (a + bx2,

c - bx\), a, b, c el} .
Lemma 2.3. Let fiCR2

be a bounded convex polygonal domain. Let f G

L2(Çï), gi G Hxl2(Ti), and g¡ • vi+x = gi+x • u¡ at Si+Xfor X< i <n.
the following compatibility condition to hold:

(2.28)

/ f-vdx + Y~ [ g,-vds = 0 VuG RM .
Ja- ~
T^íJr¡~ ~

Assume
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Then the pure traction problem

-dry{2pe(u) + Xtr(e(u))ô} = f
" ~
«~ *
(2pe(u) + XtT(e(u))S)vj\Ti = gi,

(2.29)

inQ,
X<i<n,

has a unique solution u e H2(Q.) (cf. (1.3)). Moreover, there exists a positive

constant Cq such that
(2.30)

||w||#2(Q)+A||divMl|ff1(£i) < Ca j ||/||Ll(n) + £

Uämm)

\ •

Proof. The existence, uniqueness, and smoothness of the solution of (2.29) are

well known (cf. [14, 15, 18, 21]). It remains to establish the estimate (2.30).
In the case of a domain with smooth boundary, this estimate was proved by

Vogelius in [22].
First we show that it suffices to establish (2.30) in the case f = 0.

From Lemma 2.2, there exists a unique solution w G H2(Q) n HX0(Q.)such

that

(2.31)

-div{2pe(w) + Xtr(e(w))ô) = f

in Q

and

(2.32)

IMI/^nj+ ^lldivwIl^e^Cfill/ll^n).

Let (a, c)' = JqW dx, b = \ /firotw dx, and

(2.33)

w* = w + (-a +bx2,-c

- bxxY.

Then w* G H2(Q) such that

(2.34)

-div{2pe(w*)+Xtr(e(w*))S}

=f

in Q

and

(2.35)

\\w*\\HHa)+M\diyw*\\W{a)< Ca\\f\\LHQ).

Let
q¿ = (2pe(w*) +Xtr(e(w*))S)Vj\rj

= 2pe(w*)Vi\r. + X(divw*)Vi\r¡.

From the trace theorem and (2.35), we have

(2.36)

ll£illj/i/í(r¡)
<QïII/IIl»(!î)-

In view of the estimates (2.36), we may instead establish (2.30) for u-w*.

other words, there is no loss of generality if we assume / = 0 in (2.29).

The compatibility condition (2.28) now becomes
n

(2.37)

V

.

ri

gids = 0 and

£

»

/ (x2giX- xxgi2)ds = 0.

In
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Using (2.37), we can define (cf. [15, §2]) £,•, h¡, and k¿ such that £x{Si) = 0 ,
hx(Sx) = 0, and for X< i < n ,
(2.38)

ii(Si+x) = ii+i(Si+x),

hi(Sl+x) = hl+x(Sl+x),

and

(2.39)

A{/|

-ga,

^—iii = gn > fcí= ti • vi > -K—hi= it • t, .
ori

It follows that f,- G //3/2(r,),

~

~

ox i

fc¿G //3/2(r;), and A,-G //5/2(r,).

~

~

Moreover, we

have

(2.40)

¿(IIMI^r,) + H^ll^tr,,) < Cn£ ||s,|l„>/2(r,)
•
i=i
i=i ~

Using the symmetry of {2/ie(w) + /l(tr e(w))<5} and (2.29) with / = 0,wecan

define (cf. [15, §2]) the Airy stress function ip such that
d2y/
ndu2
dux
—hr = (2p + X)--r-X--,
dx2
v
dx2
dxx

(2.41)

-ß

dxxdx2

dhp
dx

dux
du2
dx¡ + dx~x

= (2/i + A)— +A—,

and

(2.42)

A2ip = 0 onfi,
y|r, = A, on T,,

d\p\
dv¡ r,

= k¡ on T,.

Note that (cf. [15, §2] and [13, Theorem 1.5.2.8]) the conditions ¿¡i(Sl+x) =
Çi+x(Si+x), hj(Si+x) = hi+x(Si+x), and gt-^t+i = g,+\ -vf at Sl+X for X<i<n
imply the existence of X G H3(Q) such that

(2-43)

%=A,-,

f£

—

*/

7

r,

and

(2.44)

l//3(Q) < Co£{||^/||//3/2(r.)

+ ||A/||#J/2(r()} .

(=1

It follows from (2.42) and (2.43) that
A2(y/ -X) = -A2X onfi,

(2.45)

(y/-X)\r, =0
0(?-A)|
=0
ö^;

r,

onr„
on r,.
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From the elliptic regularity of the biharmonic equation (cf. [6, 13]) we have

(2.46)
||\p - A||HJ(n)< Ch||A2A||H-i(n),
which in view of (2.40) and (2.44) implies that
n

(2.47)

IIHI//3(í2)
< cíi£

\\gi\\wt2{r¡)
■

From (2.41), we have

2(p + X)divu = ^
dux

(2.48)

+ ^,

(2p + X) d2y

X

dx~x~ 4p(p + X)Jx¡

d2ip

4p(p + X)dx2'

du2 _ (2p + X) d2ip
X
d2ip
~dx2~ 4p(p + X)~dx2~ 4p(p + X)dx2 '
1 \dux
2 [dx2

du2
dxx

1 d2y/
2pdxxdx2 '

Combining (2.47) and (2.48), we obtain
n

(2.49)

A||divM||Wi(n) < Cn£||g/||ffi/2(r.)
i=i ~ ~

and
n

(2.50)

l|e(w)ll//i(£2)
■
~ < Cn£i=i Híílljfi/ífr,)
~ ~

By Korn's second inequality (cf. (4.2) below) and Friedrichs' inequality (cf.
[18]), inequality (2.50) implies that
n

(2.51)

l|w||//i(ii)
< Cn£||g/||/ii/2(r/).
~
¿=i ~ ~

Since the second-order derivatives of « i and u2 are linear combinations of the
first-order derivatives of the components of e(u), we have by (2.50) that
n

(2-52)

l"l//2(fi)
< Co £i=i IIS/||ffi/2(r,)
•
~~
~ ~

Inequality (2.30) now follows from (2.49), (2.51), and (2.52). D
3. The pure displacement

problem

We shall only consider the case of homogeneous boundary conditions, i.e.,
g, = Q for X < i < n. Our result can then be easily extended to the more

general case where g, G //3/2(r,),

Yi"=xJr g¡ -^¡ds = 0, and

a

„ gi'Ui+x

dr,~

at Si+x for !</'<«.

~

d

= -x-—gi+X

dr,+x~

-v,
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The boundary value problem (2.7) can be rewritten as:

-pAu - (p + A)grad(divu) = f in Q,
~ ~
u = 0 on 9fi,

(3.1)

where / G L2(Q). It has the following weak formulation: Find u G H0(Çl)

such that

(3.2)

p / grad«:
Ja ~ ~

grad v dx + (p + X) / (di\u)(diw)dx
~ ~
Ja
~

= / f-vdx
Ja~ ~

for all u G HX0(Q).
By Poincaré's inequality, there exists a unique solution to problem (3.2),
which is therefore the solution of (3.1). From Lemma 2.2, we know that the
solution is actually in H2(Çî) n HX0(Q.).
In order to discretize (3.2), we introduce a triangulation ,9£. Here we let
the subscript h represent the maximum of the diameters of the triangles in the
triangulation. Let
Vh = {v:ve
(3.3)

L2(Q),v\Tis

linear for all T G ^,

v is continuous at the midpoints of interelement boundaries

and v = 0 at the midpoints of edges along <9£2}.

For v G Vh , we define grad/,?; and divAv by
(3.4)

(gradAw)|r = grad(v|r),

(3.5)

(divAu)|7. = div(t;|r)

V7/g^.

The discretized problem is: Find M/,g Fa such that

p ¡ gradAMA: grad/,?; dx + (p + X) / (div/, wA)(divAv) dx

(3.6)

= / f-vdx
Ja~ ~
for all f G F/,.
Let a/,(., •) be the symmetric positive definite bilinear form defined on FA+
(H2(Cl)nHx0(Çl)) by
ûa(«i ,v2) = p
grad/,?;! : gradA?;2i/x
~ ~
Ja ~ ~
~ ~

(3.7)
+ (/z + A) / (divAui)(div/,w2)^.
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Problem (3.6) can therefore be written as

(3.8)

ah(uh, v)= I f-vdx
~

~

Jn~

~

for all v e Vf,. By the positive definiteness of «/,(-, •), equation (3.8) has a
unique solution w/, g Vf¡.

We define the nonconforming energy norm || • ||/, on F/, + (H2(il) n H0(Q.))

by
(3.9)

\\v\\h = ah(v,v)x'2.

It is obvious that
(3.10)

||gradAi;||L2(n) < PÖl/2\\v\\h •

There is an interpolation operator Ylh: H2(Q) n HX0(Q.)—►
FA defined by

(3.11)

(Uh<f>)(me)
:=-^

[<t>ds,

where me is the midpoint of edge e . Then (cf. [9])

(3.12)

div(Ylh<P)\T
=^

[ div <f>dx VTe£Th,

\i \ Jt

and
(3.13)

||</>
- nA0||L2(n) + A||grad/,(</»- n/,0)||¿2(£í) < CeA2|0|ff2(n),

where 6 is the minimum of all the angles in the triangulation

Theorem 3.1. There exists a positive constant Cqq

(3.14)

S/,.

such that

H«-«*ll*<Cb.iA||/||L*(0).

Proof. Our analysis closely follows that of Crouzeix and Raviart for the Stokes
problem in [9]. Let u*h be the an(-, -)-orthogonal projection of u into Vh.

Following [19], we can deduce an abstract discretization error estimate:

\\u-uh\\h< l|a-«*IU+ ll«*-«*IU
\ah(ul - uh, v)\
(3.15)

< inf ||w-?;||/,+
~e~* ~ ~

sup -~
!6^A{?}

——
"~"A

\ah(u,v)-fQf-vdx\
< inf \\u - v\\h +
i<€Vj ~

~

sup
v£Vh\{Q}

-~

——--.
\\v\\h
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Using integration by parts, the weak continuity of v, and the Bramble-

Hilbert lemma (cf. [7, 9]), we have

L

gradw : grad/,?;dx +

(3.16)

Au -v dx

Jn ~ ~

^Cn.flAlMl^^Hgrad/iiyll^di)
and

/ div u div/, v dx +

Jo.

(3.17)

~

grad(div u) -v dx

Ja ~

~ ~

< Cn,ö/2|divw|„l(C:)||grad/,?;||L2(n).

Combining (2.8), (3.1), (3.7), (3.10), (3.16), and (3.17), we have
ah u, v)~ ~

Jo

f 'V dx

< Cateh\\i^hv\\Li(a){p\u\HiW

(3.18)

+ {p + X)\divii\Hi(a)}

<Ca>eh\\v\\h\\f\\LHa).
By Lemma 2.1 there exists ux G H2(Q.) n HX0(Q)such that

(3.19)

div«! = div w

and

(3.20)

II«iIIä1(0)<Olli div u\\HHa).

Combining (2.8) and (3.20), we have

Ca

(3.21)

IImiII^íd^txjII/I^o).

Note that (3.12) and (3.19) imply that
(3.22)

divAUnux = div/, Uhu.

Using (2.8), (3.7), (3.9), (3.13), (3.19), (3.21), and (3.22), we obtain
inf (\\u-v\\h)

v€Vh

(3.23)

~

~

< ||M-nA«||A

2.
n1/2
(/í||grad/,(M - nAM)||¿2(ÍJ) + (/í + A)|| divA(«i - nAwi)||¿2(n))

<Cû>eA||/||L2(n).

The theorem now follows by combining (3.15), (3.18), and (3.23). □
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Theorem 3.2. There exists a positive constant Ca,e sucn that
(3-24)

||u - uh\\L2{Cl)< CQiöA2||/||L2(£i).

Proof. The proof is based on a duality argument. We have

\Ja(u-uh)-wdx\
(3.25)

\W- uh\\LHa)=

sup
wei2(ii)\{0}

ll^lli.2(n)

Given w G L2(Q), let Ce H2(Çl) n HX0(Q)satisfy

-pAÇ - (p + A)grad(divÇ) —w in D,,

(3.26)

C = 0 ondQ

and Che Vh satisfy
(3.27)

a„((,„,v)=
~ ~

w-vdx
,/n. ~ ~

VveVh.
~ ~

By Lemma 2.2 we have the estimate

(3-28)

IICIIfl2(n)+A||div£||ffI(ii)<Ca||«;||£2(û).

By Theorem 3.1 we also have

(3.29)

K-Ch\\k<CQ,eh\\w\\vm.

Using (3.27), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and (3.8), we have

\L

= \ah(c - Ch, " - nAM)+ flA(c- Ca. nÄ«)

(3.30)

+ûA(CA-nAc, «-wA) + aA(nAç, «-«*)!

< IIC- CaIIaII"
- nAM||Ä
+ IK*- ttaCIIaII"
- "aIIa
+ |a*(C - Ch, nAM)|+ |aA(nAc, « - wA)|.
Note that (3.14), (3.28), (3.29), and the argument that led to (3.23) imply
that

(3.31) ||C-CAllAll"-nAM||A
< Cn,oA2|M|L2(n)||/||L2(n).
~~
~
~ + ||CA-nAC||All"-"AllA
~
~ ~ ~
~ ^
~ ^
It remains to estimate |aA(nA£, u - un)\ = |aA(nAÇ, u) - /n/-

(U.f,C)dx\ and

|aA(C-CA,nAw)| = \ah(C, Xlhu)- jnw-Unudx\.
Using integration by parts, the weak continuity of UhC, and the Bramble-

Hilbert lemma (cf. [9]), we have

/ gradAnAC: gradwdx + / YlhC-Audx

(3.32)

Ja ~

~

~ ~

Jçi

< Cci,gh |C|//2(n)l"l//2(n)
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and

/ (div/,nAC)(divi/)£/x-l- / nAC-grad(div?;)äix
\Ja
~
~
Ja ~ ~
<Caj0h2\C\HHa)\àivu\w(a)-

(3.33)

Combining(2.8), (3.1), (3.7), (3.28), (3.31), (3.32), and (3.33), we have

an(Y\hC,u)- Í f-(UhQdx

~ ~ Ja~
<Cn,eA2KI//2(n){/x|M|/í2(£i)
+ (/í + A)|divM|//,(n)}

(3.34)

<Cn,eA2|M|L2(n)||/||L2(íí).

Similarly, we have

(3.35)

\ah{C- Cj, n*«)| < Cß>eA2|Mb(u)||/|b(n)•

It followsfrom (3.30), (3.31), (3.34), and (3.35) that

f(u-

wA)• w dx <Cn,flA2|M|L2(n)||/H^o).
Ja ~
The theorem now follows from (3.25) and (3.36). D

(3.36)

4. The pure traction

problem

We assume here that all the assumptions in Lemma 2.3 hold. To simplify
notation, we shall write the sum £"_, Jr gi'v ds as JdCïg-v ds. The boundary
value problem (2.29) has the following weak formulation: Find u G //'(Q)

(cf.

(1.3)) suchthat
2p ¡ e(u) : e(v)dx + X

Ja * ~ * ~

(4.1)

=

Ja

(divu)(divv)dx

f -vdx +
g -v ds
Ja~ ~
Jaa ~ ~

for all v eHl(Q).
The following Korn's second inequality is well known (cf. [10, 12, 18]): There
exists a positive constant Cq such that

(4.2)

\\e(v)\\mn)>CQ\v\HHa)

V?;g//'(Q).

In view of inequality (4.2), problem (4.1) has a unique solution, which is the
solution of (2.29). From Lemma 2.3, we know that the solution is actually in
H2(Q).
Let ^ be a triangulation obtained by connecting the midpoints of edges in
the triangulation ^¡h . Define

(4.3)

Wh = {v eH](Q):v\T

is linear for all T e 3%}
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and
(4.4)

M2h = {v G L2(Q): v\T is a constant for all T G $$„}.

Let Pq be the orthogonal projection from L2(Q) onto M2h , i.e., for w e L2(Çl)

(4.5)

/ (P0w)dx =

wvdx

Vv G M2A.

The discretized problem, introduced by Falk in [10] (where a uniform convergence result based on a mixed formulation was outlined), is: Find uA G Wh

such that

2p \ e(uh) : e(v)dx + X

Ja- ~

(4.6)

=

~~

Ja

(P0divu„)(Pqdivv)dx

f -v dx +
g -v ds
Ja~ ~
Jaa~ ~

for all v e rVh.
The discretized problem (4.6) is an example of the method of reduced integration. We refer the readers to [17] for more information on this technique.
Let an(', •) be the symmetric bilinear form defined on Hx(Çl) by
(4.7)

ah(vx ,v2) = 2p I e{vx) : e(v2)dx+

~ ~

X

,/ii~~~~

Jn

(Podi\Vx)(Podi\v2)dx.

~

~

Problem (4.6) can be rewritten as

(4.8)

ah(uh,v)=
~ ~

f-vdx+
Ja ~ ~

g-vdx
^öo ~ ~

VveWh h
~

By (4.2), an(', •) is positive definite. Hence (4.8) has a unique solution «A G

We define the (i^-dependent)
(4.9)

energy norm || • ||A on HX(Q) by

\\v\\h = ah(v,v)x'2.

It is obvious from (4.2) that there exists a positive constant Cq such that

(4.10)

|«|ffi(0)<Cb||w|U.

Let Jh: H2(Q) -» IPA := {u g //'(ß):

v\T is linear for all T G ^}

be

defined in the following way. Let p be a vertex of ^ . If p is also a vertex of
fT2h, then

(4.11)

(MM

= <KP)■

Otherwise, there exist two vertices px and p2 of <5^Asuch that /? is the midpoint of the edge e connecting px and p2. Then
j

(4.12)

(yA^)(p)= ~

,

</>(/>l) + </>(/>2)

Uds---^-.

Im •/«■
~

z
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By the divergence and curl theorems and the fact that Jh(j>is piecewise linear,

it is immediate that

(4.13)

( div(Jh4>)dx
= f div<f>dx
Jt
~
Jt
~

and

(4.14)

/ rot(Jn(f>)dx = / rot 4>dx

Jt

~

Jt

~

for all T£^2h.
Observe that (/A0)|r = 4>\t if <t>is linear on T g E?~2h.Therefore, the
Bramble-Hilbert lemma and a homogeneity argument imply that there exists a
positive constant Cg such that

(4.15)

H-JhñLHa)

+ h\^-Jnf\HHÍi)<Ceh2\f\mci)

W>G//2(Q).

Here, 6 is again the minimum angle in ^ .
Let the interpolation operator nA be defined by

(4.16)

nA«¿>
:=/A0 --4
~

( Jh<t>dx.

l"l Ja

~

Clearly, Jn nA</>
i/x = 0, and in view of (4.14), JQrot(Uh(j))dx = 0 if Jn rot <£
0. Therefore, nA maps H2(Çl) into IF/,.
From (4.13) we have
(4.17)

P0divnA</) = JPodiv</) \fcbeH2(Cl).

It follows easily from (4.15) that

110- nA0||¿2(n)+ h\<f>-nh<i>\HHa)
~ ~ ,
~
~~

(4.18)

<Cn>9A2|^î(n)

V0Gtf2(Q).

Theorem 4.1. There exists a positive constant C^g such that

~ ~

(4.19)

I ~~

i=i~ ~

J

||w- uh\\h< Cn<dh\ \\f\\L2{ii)+ £ WgiWw/nr,)
\ ■

Froo/. The proof of the following abstract discretization error estimate is the
same as that of inequality (3.15):

||m-«aIIa = inf ||m-u||a
~

~

vevh

~

(4.20)

~

\ah(u,v)+

Jaf-vdx-

sup
v£Vh\{0}

\\v\\h

¡dng-vdx\
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Using (2.30), (4.1), (4.7), (4.10), and standard interpolation error estimates
(cf. [8]), we have for veWhc
HX(Q)

an(u,v)~ ~

f -vdx g-vds
Ja ~ ~
Jaa ~ ~

2/1 / e(u) : e(v)dx + X

(PQdivu)(divv)dx

- I f -vdx - I g 'V ds
Ja~

(4.21)

~

./ao ~ ~

/ (Pndivw - divw)(div?;)i/x
in
~
< A||Podiv¡w - div«||¿2(íi)|| div?;||L2(i2)

<ACn>eA|div«|Hi(í2)|t;|H1(íí)

< Cajh \ ||/||L2(n)+ £ IISillff>/2(r,.)
? IMIa-

I~~

,=i ~ ~

By Lemma 2.1, there exists U] e r/2(fi)

(4.22)

J ~

such that

div«! = div m

and

(4.23)

||ui ^(n) < Call div m||ffi(n)•

Combining (2.30) and (4.23), we have

(4.24)

||«,ll^p.)< YTA{HZlb(") + £ ll£'IU./2(r,)
| •

Note that (4.17) and (4.22) imply that
(4.25)

Pq divUhux=

P0 divnAu .

Combining (2.30), (4.7), (4.9), (4.18), (4.22), (4.24), and (4.25), we obtain
inf \\u -v\\h < \\u - nAw||A
v€WH

~

~

~

= \2p ¡ e(u -Uhu) : e(u - Ylhu)dx

I

Ja~ ~

~ «~

1/2

+ X [ (P0div(u-Ylhu))2dx\

(4.26)

Ja

)

{2p\u - nhu\2W{C1)
'(il)" + x\\ div(ux - nhux)\\2L2W)y/2
<{Cn,0A2(N2/2(a)+A|líl|2í2(£i))},/2

<Cq,9A j Il/H^o)+ ¿||£i||Jfi/2(r() | •
The theorem now follows from (4.20), (4.21), and (4.26). D
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